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Executive Summary
Jasper is a blockchain platform with its own native cryptocurrency called Jaspercoin and a decentralized
mining network. It is designed as a transaction coin, a coin for use in the real world, buying real-world
products.
Jasper has these characteristics:

1. It decentralizes and democratizes the mining of coins
Almost all cryptocurrency mining is based on the Proof of Work consensus algorithm which has miners
compete using high-speed processors and large amounts of electricity. That system rewards large-scale
mining; 51% of Bitcoin mining is controlled by three companies. Jasper uses a round-robin based
consensus algorithm in which coins are awarded to miners in turns so there are no benefits to largescale operations.
This configuration decreases the incentive to hoard, encouraging ownership and spending of coins by
a broader population base.

2. It lets people mine real-world products
Companies who mine Jaspercoin can make their products available to consumers who ‘earn’ them by
mining those products on the Jasper network. No money need change hands.

3. It is environmentally responsible
Electricity consumption while mining Jaspercoins is trivial. It can be mined without burning the planet’s
coal.

4. The Jaspberry makes mining simple
The Jaspberry is a small mining rig. Once connected to the internet it mines Jaspercoins. No computer
knowledge is required.

How Jasper will spread
Businesses will use Jaspercoin for promotional purposes. In the Initial Node Offering (INO) they can get a
license to produce Jaspercoins on their own computer network, then give those coins away to customers
who can exchange them for products or discounts. Or they can simply accept Jaspercoins as payment for
particular products or services. In this way, businesses can create almost zero-cost loyalty programs that
sell real-world goods. In the process they will give consumers their first experiences of cryptocurrency.
We are partnering with businesses that sell highly desirable consumer goods. Average people can use a
Jaspberry to mine beer, wine or chocolate. They will share their success on social media which will bring
Jasper to the attention of mainstream society.
Jasper is conducting early stage financing, including a crowdfunding event.
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Primer
A quick primer on cryptocurrencies and tokens
A cryptocurrency (e.g. Bitcoin) is a controlled issue of a means of electronic payment. That issue and
subsequent transfers are decentralized, i.e. the transactions are verified by all the computers in the network
(nodes), not just a centralized authority. All transactions are chained together, timestamped and
cryptographically connected in order to prevent fraud. Transactions are permanently registered and publicly
visible on the blockchain, an online ledger/database.
People can track their balances using digital wallets, stored on a computer or phone. They can also
exchange different types of cryptocurrencies and conventional money using online exchanges.
In the same way the blockchain is used to create coins and verify and record transactions, it can be used
to create tokens that represent financial assets, then verify and record all of those transactions.
These tokens can represent physical assets (property, equipment, commodities) intangible assets
(copyright, licenses, software) and securities (bonds, loans and loyalty programs).
Loyalty programs are essentially private currencies where different market participants can exchange value.

Issues around cryptocurrencies
Centralization of mining
Mining for existing coins is built around Proof of Work. Coins are mined when a computer wins the ‘lottery’
by solving a mathematical problem. The more computer processing power you have, the higher your
chances of being awarded the coins.
It was designed to be decentralized (widely spread) in order to prevent one party gaining 51% of the
processing power and therefore manipulating the blockchain for their own gain. However, in the event of a
sharply increasing price, competition to mine the coin is intense, so the processing power required and
hence the electricity, exponentially increase. It’s estimated the Bitcoin network currently consumes as much
electricity as a small European nation.
China, with plentiful cheap, coal-fired electricity now controls 71% of the Bitcoin processing power. Three
companies already control over 51%.
This is environmentally damaging, a security threat and it encourages the hoarding of crypto, rather than its
wide distribution throughout the economy. Business and consumers, the two principal economic actors, are
not currently involved in the mining of coins.

Who has the right to mine?
The process of tokenizing a good consists of creating a cryptocurrency unit which represents a real product
or service in the economy. But who in the economy should have the right to tokenize? In our view, that right
lies with the manufacturer of that good, not an intermediary. Due to the centralization described above,
tokenization in our current crypto economy is performed by the mining sector; an intermediary only
interested in exploiting an increase in the value of the currency. They do not contribute to economic
development.
Consumers too are active participants in the economy, but are also unable to mine due to technology and
cost constraints. Allowing businesses and consumers to mine and removing the advantage of scale would
decentralize the mining process.
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Dysfunctional payment network
The current crypto payment network is not functioning as intended. The principal economic actors; miners,
business and clients are not collaborating in a way that works for manufacturers, retailers or consumers.

Current Dysfunctional Crypto Payment Network

1
Miners derive benefits by
mining cryptocurrency. Users
must buy currency from the
miners, who benefit from
speculative gains.

1

2
The users are supposed to
transact with retailers, but nobody
has an incentive to release their
coins.
3 The retailers should pay
the manufacturers for product
with cryptocurrencies, but none
have an incentive to do so.

------

Users

Miners

4

4
There is no relationship
between the miners and the
participants in the real economy.
The miner is a new intermediary
producing currency.

2

3
Manufacturers

Retailers

Slow uptake of cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies continue to experience volatility and periods of rapid price growth. These are disincentives
to spend. They have made cryptocurrencies a speculative asset and a store of value rather than a
transaction network.
The small number of people who have cryptocurrency are hoarding it, waiting for the price to go up. Because
they don’t want to spend it, there is no point in businesses offering products for sale in that currency. That
will remain the case until millions of consumers have the currency, and want to spend it.
In short, the role of transaction currency will need to be filled by a new coin.

Market opportunities
The first opportunity is to solve the problem of unsustainable power demands in the mining of
cryptocurrencies.
The second is to capture the public imagination by giving them an experience of affordable, accessible
mining. This will create a demand for products that people can spend their coins on.
The third is to involve corporates by giving them a new, low-cost promotional tool. This will result in a supply
of products to meet the demand.
The fourth opportunity is to give the mining rights to business and consumers so that crypto currency
becomes part of the supply chain.
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The fifth opportunity is to connect mining with real-world products. In this way the customer can directly
mine a specific product, financing in advance its production by a manufacturer.
Bringing all of these together, we can imagine a cryptocurrency that solves the dysfunctional aspects of the
current ecosystem. When consumers have coins in their wallets and can easily buy products, manufacturers
and retailers will respond, new transactions will take place and a distribution channel will develop.

What Jasper delivers
Jasper decentralizes and democratizes mining, and connects customers, manufacturers and retailers
through incentives to collaborate.

Makes mining environmentally responsible
Jasper replaces the most common consensus algorithm (Proof of Work) with a system that does not require
competition, powerful processors or high amounts of electricity.

Decentralizes and democratizes mining
Jaspercoin can be mined with low cost computer hardware. There is no economy of scale in this system,
so mining is decentralized, removing the threat of a 51% attack on the network and putting coins in the
wallets of more people. It replaces the intermediary, the opportunistic mining sector, with business and
consumers, the real producers of economic wealth.

Opens mining up to the non-technical
By introducing the Jaspberry, computer hardware pre-configured for mining, Jasper removes the need for
technology smarts. When consumers or investors connect the Jaspberry to the internet, the device
automatically registers on the blockchain and starts mining. Users can track their Jaspercoin balance on
the display and the mobile implementation will let them track and spend using their mobile phone wallet.
Non-technical crypto mining is new. Until now, mining has not been feasible for the lay person.

Will be attractive to business
Manufacturers and service providers will mine Jaspercoin with free licenses in return for accepting payment
in Jaspercoin. They can use coins they mine to create loyalty programs with their own custom tokens. These
promotions require no infrastructure investment, since they run on the Jasperchain network. They use the
Jasper wallet and they cost nothing.
Certain businesses will gain first-mover advantage by promoting their product’s availability on the blockchain.
‘You can mine our product on your computer’ will be the 1994 equivalent of ‘you can buy our product on the
Internet’.
These promotions will generate substantial social media. Companies will sell small quantities of real-world
goods but generate significant publicity. As with all technologies, early-adopter companies will lead the way
and others will follow.

Will capture the imagination of the population
With its manufacturing partners, Jasper will attract mainstream media and generate spirited conversation
on social networks. For example, Jaspberry owners can buy beer at their local participating bar using
Jaspercoin they’ve mined at home. They will talk about that on social media.
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Similarly, Jasper will partner with premium wine, chocolate, perfume and coffee brands, bringing crypto
mining and consumer goods together for the first time.

Is designed as a high volume transaction network
Likely to generate one block every fifteen seconds, the Jasper network will be cheap to use and scalable.
We are applying ourselves to delivering a good user experience.

Jaspercoin - A functional blockchain

The customer receives a discount
from the retailer, which the
manufacturer finances with its mining.

1

Customer

2 The retailer accepts Jaspercoin as
payment for the goods. This is a
condition of being able to mine for free.
5
3

1

------

Jaspberry
Miner

The retailer receives a rebate which
the manufacturer finances with its

mining.

The manufacturer accepts coins
from the retailer. This is also a
condition of being able to mine for free.

4

6

Miner
Free License

Miner
Free License

2

The customer is rewarded by the
manufacturer
with
further
Jaspercoin.

5

4
With loyalty coins in their
possession, the customer now has
an extra incentive to use their own mining
power to directly mine the manufacturer’s
product. This is the Jasper loyalty cycle.

6

6

Manufacturer

3

Retailer
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Jasperchain and Jaspercoin
The platform: Jasperchain
Jasperchain is a network of peer-to-peer nodes that facilitates the decentralized production and exchange
of cryptocurrencies and crypto assets. It is a fork of the Bitcoin and Multichain blockchains with
modifications1 allowing for our Proof of Elapsed Shift consensus algorithm (see below). The network is
established by executing a command on an initial node. The chain of blocks is built on top of that node.
Bitcoin remains the most tested, proven and secure network yet developed. The encryption algorithms and
the chaining protocol in Jasperchain are identical to Bitcoin’s. We have modified the permission layer to be
able to add mining nodes to the network. In Jasperchain, witness nodes and wallets can be added freely
with a simple command in a single step.

The consensus algorithm: Proof of Elapsed Shift
Almost all cryptocurrencies use Proof of Work consensus algorithm entirely or in part. The best known
alternative to Proof of Work is Proof of Stake, which is under development and not widely adopted. Jasper’s
Proof of Elapsed Shift (POES) is an alternative to existing algorithms. It requires the lowest possible
electricity consumption that is practical.
Unlike legacy blockchains, Jasperchain only allows mining by permissioned nodes. Authorization to start
mining is granted to people or organizations who apply for Jaspercoin mining nodes and are able to verify
their identity. Once granted, the right is irrevocable. If the node has permission to mine, it starts that task
immediately and does not require maintenance. The only requirement is sufficient disk space on the host
computer.
Other platforms live with the risk of bad actors influencing their blockchain but our practices will prevent
anonymous people mining Jaspercoins or gaining control of the network.
Jasper-developed code allows mining in sequence (a round-robin system), removing the need for
unnecessary processor-intensive competition. The algorithm verifies that the mining node has waited a
complete turn since it last mined. It allows automatic shift reordering in the event of attacks on the nodes.
No network node can appropriate another node’s block - Mining under Jasper is not competitive; it’s a
democratic and decentralized system. More than one million blocks have been mined without network failure
on out testnet (alpha version 15). This version of the software is the last before the beta release.
The following image shows the block explorer of Jasperchain’s testnet. This tool allows the verification of
each transaction; issue and exchange as well as validation by participating nodes.

1
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Coin issue and transactions
Coins are issued automatically by the platform, and then encrypted in the blockchain.
The node that incorporated the new block receives a reward in digital currency which is stored in that node's
wallet. The same node receives all transaction fees associated with the block.

Mining difficulty
The mining difficulty is set low and constant. Any normal computer can mine at full node capacity. This low
level of difficulty further reduces electricity requirements and allows for hardware innovation like the
Jaspberry.

Jaspberry
The Jaspberry is a compact mining device which once connected to the internet, starts mining Jaspercoins.
It is the first low-cost ‘plug & mine’ hardware.
It can be pre-configured with different strength mining licenses and appropriate price points.
The impact of the Jaspberry is this: people with very low tech-literacy will be able to buy a device, choose
a product from the online catalogue that they wish to mine, and the Jaspberry will commence mining it. At
some point, the Jaspberry will take its turn in the round-robin and the coin/product will be earned.
People might choose a discount offer that can be redeemed at a retail outlet (beer, wine, food, perfume,
etc.), or a home-delivered product - confection, underwear, magazines… Some offers will be mined quickly;
others will take a longer time.
Because it’s a stand-alone device, the Jaspberry poses no threat to computer networks. Businesses who
participate in the network and mine coins will find the Jaspberry a zero-maintenance proposition.
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The Jaspberry is already generating high-level interest and we expect it to be an important part of our
crowdfunding initiative.

Image : Jaspberry based on Intel NUC micro computer.
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GIGABYYRE BRIX Gemini Lake mini PC specifications:

•

SoC – Intel Celeron N4000 dual core processor @ up to
2.6 GHz with Intel UHD Graphics 600; TDP 6W

•

System Memory – 1x SO-DIMM DDR4 slot @ up to
2400MHz for 8GB RAM max

•

Storage – 1x SATA III bay for 2.5″ HDD/SSD, 7.0/9.5
mm thick

•

Video Output

•

VGA up to 1920 x 1200 @ 60 Hz

•

HDMI 1.4b up to 1920 x 1080 @ 60 Hz
(TBC)

•

Audio – Realtek ALC891 codec, headphone jack,
microphone jack

•

Connectivity – Gigabit Ethernet (via Realtek
RTL8111HS), 802.11ac WiFi + Bluetooth 4.2 via Intel
Dual Band Wireless-AC 3168 card

•

USB – 3x USB 3.0 port, 1x USB 3.0 type C port

•

Expansion Slots – 1x PCIe M.2 NGFF 2230 A-E key slot
occupied by the WiFi+BT card

•

Misc – 1x Kensington lock slot, power button

•

Power Supply – 19V DC / 2.1A

•

Dimensions – mini PC: 56.22 mm x 103 mm x 116.52
mm ; motherboard: 104 x 103 mm (how?)

•

Temperature Range – 0°C to +35°C

Table : Jaspberry based on a Brix Gigabyte micro computer.
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Tokens – Jasper Assets
In addition to issuing Jaspercoins, the native currency, the Jasper network supports the issue of tokens.
These tokens could be used to create any cryptographic asset, for example: loyalty programs, corporate
tokens at an exchange rate fixed to a domestic currency, or loans to affiliated business, clients or suppliers.
Nodes that have permission to issue custom tokens (e.g. corporate financial assets, loyalty point programs)
can issue these directly with a simple command. The issue is registered in the blockchain automatically.
Financial assets can be exchanged between wallets on the network in the same way that currency moves
around.

Generating loyalty programs using Jasper
1 A business creates a loyalty
program and issues a loyalty token
(LOY) through Jasperchain.
4
2 Participating
customers
receive their LOY tokens in their
digital wallets.

Customers transfer their
LOY tokens to the business to
request their discount or product.

1000 LOY
1
Exchange

3

4

Retailers

5

3

2

Businesses can also sell
their LOY tokens through an online
exchange.
------

5

Customers
can
buy
additional LOY tokens through an
online exchange.

11
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Promotion
People who own a Jaspberry can mine real-world products for free. When they do that they effectively prepay the manufacturer for the goods in Jaspercoin. These benefits are the core of a promotional strategy
that will attract much attention to the platform.
People will search our catalogue using www.findusontheblockchain.com, find a product they value, then set
their miners to work. In this way they will mine beer, chocolate, perfume or other aspirational products and
services.
Our strong belief is that when people mine real world goods with Jaspercoin they will enthusiastically share
their results on social media, and that this will lead to a rapid uptake of Jaspercoins and Jaspberry hardware.
‘Find us on the blockchain’ will be the 2019 equivalent of 1994’s ‘Buy one on the Internet’. See the Appendix
for our imagined reactions on social media.

Jasper – Mine Your Own Product

The manufacturer registers a
product to be mined on the
blockchain. It’s listed on the catalogue and
priced in Jaspercoin.

1

Jasperchain can mine real-world products for free
1

Customers select products from the
2 catalog. More expensive products
will take longer to mine.

When the customer places the order
to mine, the transaction is broadcast
to the network through the Jaspberry miner.

Manufacturer

3

5
Coins

MYOP Catalog
findusontheblockhain.com

The manufacturer’s MYOP miner
receives the transaction and
validates it. Product mining begins.

4

6
Products

4
5 When the time required to mine a
product of that value has elapsed,
the manufacturer gets the reward.

6

12

The manufacturer delivers the
product to the customer for free.

2

MYOP
Miner

Jaspberry Miner

Customer
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Example: Jaspercoin in the craft beer industry
A brewery offers its
customers
Jaspercoins
they have mined. Clients
purchase with cash or credit
card.
1

4

2 Bars accept Jaspercoins
as payment for the brewer’s
beer - a certain number of
Jaspercoins per pint.
Boy 1

Customers pay the bar
3
with Jaspercoins that
they have earned through the
brewer’s
loyalty
program,
bought in an exchange,
purchased at pre-sale or mined
in the manufacturer’s 'mine
your own beer' program.
Bars can use Jaspercoin
4
as part-payment to the
Brewery.

3

1
2

------

Customers

Competition
There is a large competitive landscape. Bitcoin is the only cryptocurrency with mainstream awareness. As
discussed, it’s not a viable transaction coin. Even if transaction speeds and scalability problems were solved,
Bitcoin is a store of value. The same problem applies to other large blockchains and cryptocurrencies like
Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash and Ethereum.
Although well established, none have successfully decentralized mining or generated a business-toconsumer marketplace.
Ethereum and EOS make possible a vast number of token eco-systems and some of these could become
viable transaction coins.
Loyalty coins are competitors, since they aim to bring real-world business into the token space. Startups
include BitRewards, Ovato, Loyyal and Qiibee. These systems tokenize and allow trading of loyalty points.
For example, users could trade frequent flyer points for Macy’s Plenti-Card Rewards or Nordstrom points.
While this might be attractive for consumers, it undermines the purpose of a loyalty card, which is to reward
a customer for spending with the same company. We believe this model is not viable because very few
businesses will participate.
Electroneum is a cryptocurrency with mobile phone app-based mining, which means it can distribute coins
to users’ cell phones. It positions itself as the mobile cryptocurrency and has signed agreements with global
mobile phone networks. They claim two million users and are in discussion with global brands about
accepting Electroneum as a means of payment. They are well funded and advanced in their development.
Their strategy is to develop a virtual currency exchange for gamers, so players can take their digital currency
out of one game and convert it into another. This is a large and complex project. In contrast, Jasper will
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concentrate on allowing real-world companies to sell real-world goods. That is relatively simple from a
development viewpoint, is actually a larger market and will generate more publicity.
Other coins like Enjin Coin (19 million gamers) and GT Coin are also limiting their reach to gamers.
Certain messaging apps are competitors since they aim to leverage their user bases as blockchain-based
marketplaces. They include Rakuten (Viber), KakaoTalk, Kik, Line and Telegram. These are huge
companies with vast financial resources. While they will have no trouble attracting business partners they
are well aware of the trade-off between messaging functionality and marketplace functionality. For this
reason, their blockchain initiatives are subsidiary operations. It’s not clear whether their customers will want
marketplace services or view them as an annoyance.
Jasper is different because it is a pure-play transaction coin and because it involves customers and business
who have ‘opted-in’ to the mining process. We believe this will lead to more engagement, and that this,
together with our novelty factor will attract an increasing flow of media attention.

Software environment
Platform
Jasperchain is made up of forks of Multichain, Bitcoin, and Bitpay, and alterations to those platforms 2. The
encryption algorithms and chaining protocol of those chains have been preserved. On the Bitcoin protocol,
the Multichain permission layer is used to add mining nodes to the network. Witness nodes and digital
wallets can be added freely. We have implemented the Proof of Elapsed Shift consensus algorithm to
facilitate democratic mining with low power consumption, as well as wallet services, the Jaspersight
blockchain explorer and client software. These services are already being deployed in the testnet.
The network consists of interconnected nodes. Each node can connect to one or more of its pairs. The
chain of blocks is replicated in each node, making the network extremely resistant to intrusion.

Development
Jasperchain is developed by an open community; all open source changes are documented publicly.
Core development has been done in C++. The block explorer, wallets, and utilities have been developed in
Java, JavaScript and Python. Jasperchain nodes run on Linux, Windows and Mac. Wallets run on Linux,
Windows, Mac, Android and iOS.
All open source code repositories will be available on GitHub from the date of platform launch.

Production Network and Test Network
Proposed updates to the Jasperchain code are put to the developer community and if accepted, are
incorporated into the main development branch.
Subsequently, code is deployed on the Testnet and the system is extensively tested. Any collaborator can
install the Testnet version in order to verify performance.

2

Platform and technologies can change depending on blockchain industry evolution.
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Once a new version is accepted, the modified binaries are put to the community and executed according to
the protocol. In the event that there is no consensus, the network does not adopt the changes and continues
using the previous binaries.

Security
Network
The network consists of interconnected nodes. Each one can be connected to one or more of its peers. The
chain of blocks is replicated in each of them, which makes the network practically impossible to tamper with.

Currency
The architecture of the blockchain makes it impossible to issue currency outside the prescribed network.
Changes to the protocol can be made by the community and those risks are common to all blockchain
projects. Mining permission can’t be faked in Jasperchain so it is not at risk of a Sybil attack. Common
attacks could conceivably force a hard fork of the chain. These would result in a rebel chain rather than
taking control of the existing one.

Tokens
Financial assets can only be issued by nodes that are granted that permission.

Governance
Jasperchain development is governed by consensus in an open community. Each developer modifies the
code in their own repository, and then proposes the changes. The code is reviewed and if accepted,
incorporated in GitHub.
Changes are publicly documented and anyone can verify what is done in each iteration.

Funding
The project is funded through three means.
❖ Early stage investments repaid with cryptocurrency
❖ An equity crowdfunding round in 2018-2019
Those supporting the project in its initial stages receive more cryptocurrency pro-rata than those who
contribute funds in later stages, rewarding early adoption. Funding is administered by the Jasper
Association, whose purpose is to apply the funds collected to the development of code, systems, activities
and promotion of Jasper technology.
For further detail refer to www.jasperfoundation.org

Coins Available
Number of tokens
Coin issuance is carried out automatically by the platform then encrypted in the blockchain. The total number
to be generated is set at 1,000,000,000 Jaspercoins (JAC), with the following parameters:
Initial Block
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= 0 (zero) JAC – There is no Pre-mining.
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Initial Reward per Block

= 100 JAC.

Reward halves each

= 5.000.000 Blocks.

Confirmation of transactions
A fee in Jaspercoins is awarded to an executing node each time it confirms a block of transactions.

Application of funds
Application of funds collected during fund-raising :
Proportion

# JAC

Development

25%

74,250,000

Marketing Campaigns

20%

59,400,000

Operations

20%

59,400,000

Hardware development

15%

44,550,000

Legal

10%

29,700,000

Contingency

10%

29,700,000

100%

297,000,000

Initial Node Offering
Individuals and entities representing all facets of the economy; manufacturers, wholesalers, service
providers and retailers, will have the right to establish nodes in the INO, commensurate with their economic
capacity. In other words, by allocating processing power and following the protocol they will be able to
produce Jaspercoin.
Businesses have two ways to participate in Jaspercoin. They can accept Jaspercoin as payments for their
goods and services or they can mine Jaspercoin themselves and distribute it to customers or resellers as a
promotional device.
To mine Jaspercoin, businesses apply for a license to mine in the Initial Node Offering. If granted, they
become part of the Jasper blockchain (a node) and can mine using their own computer resources or a
dedicated Jaspberry mining computer.
Initially, mining licenses for businesses are offered on a no-cost/discounted basis.
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Roadmap
Q4 2017
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Clone Bitcoin Platform/Code Bitcoin fork (done)
Clone BitPay satellite (done)
Initial changes to the Source code, committed in GitLab (done)
Releases alpha 1-20 (done up to alpha 15)
Drafting of White Paper (done)
Home Testnet alpha 1-20 (current Testnet is at alpha 15)
Contract website hosting (done)
Compile web block explorer alpha (done to alpha 15)
Test protocol execution from alpha 20
Recruit angel investors (done)

Q1 2018
✓
✓
✓
✓

Launch of investment pre-sale (done)
Launch website (done)
Launch official social channels (Twitter, LinkedIn, Telegram, Facebook, Medium) (done)
Construct Jaspberry prototypes (done)

Q2 2018
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Jaspberry #1 (done)
JasperPay prototype assembly and connection to Jasperchain
Launch crowdfunding programs
Official launch of Jaspercoin (done)
Private investors join
Sign agreements with business users

Q3 2018
✓ Jaspberry development

Q4 2018 – Q1 2019
✓ Development of Jasperchain, Jasperpay, Jaspersight
✓ Jasper sales force recruitment
✓ Initiate Testnet beta

2019
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Public launch of Jaspercoin
Wait for Start Node 1
Mine initial block
Mine 100 blocks in setup stage
Start Node 2, 3 and 4 and connect to Node 1
Assign mining permits
Upload virtual wallet to Play Store and Apple Store
Launch of MercadoBlock.com a multivendor site to buy and sell cryptoassets and goods.

jaspercoin.io

2020
•
•
•

Open the Jaspercoin Exchange (ARS / USD / BTC / ETH vs. JAC - Jaspercoins)
Implement MYOP ( Mine your Own Product )
Launch custom Tokens Support.

Team
Currently more than 25 professionals are at work on the project and collaborating on the Slack channel.

Leaders
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Gerardo Ratto – Chief Executive Officer
Bret Treasure – Chief Strategy Officer
Oscar Uncal – Head of Accountant/Financial
Leandro Galanterni – Chief Technology Officer
Gastón Brito- Customer Director
Julio Castro – Jaspberry: Project Manager
Tomás Stanislavsky – Digital Marketing Director
Luis Migone – Director of Press & Communication
Ariel Levy – Jasper Association Uruguay
Adriana Cánonico – Community Manager

Advisors
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Pablo Stampalia – Technology Strategy
Diego Gamba – Head of Legal
Lucas Cervigni – Senior Advisor
Alejandro Sagula – Technology Advisor
Alejandro Batista – Legals
Diego Conde – Project Management

Contact
Inquire or subscribe to updates on development and crowdfunding using this email address:
contact@jasperfoundation.org
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Disclaimer
This white paper is not a prospectus or offer document. It is not intended as an offer of securities or a
solicitation for investments in any jurisdiction. It is posted for information purposes only.
None of the information in the document has been approved or examined by any regulatory authority. The
publication of this document does not imply that the applicable laws of any jurisdiction, regulatory
requirements, or rules have been complied with.
The white paper includes some forward-looking statements which reflect current views on project timing
and business strategy. These statements involve risks and uncertainties and many factors outside the
control of those working on the project.
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, regulations and rules, Jasper and its officers,
employees or agents will not be liable for loss or damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, direct,
consequential, incidental, special or indirect damages, or trading losses, third-party losses or loss of profits
or revenue.
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Appendix
Social media examples
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